EMORY I INDIVIDUAL QUESTIONS
1994 UNC INVITATIONAL
1. This man's nine tragedies are important because they were closely
imitated by Shakespeare. Today he is better known as a Stoic
philosopher, but to his contemporaries he was above all a politician.
FTP, identify this man, author of THYESTES and Nero's tutor and regent,
before being forced to kill himself.
Answer: Lucius Annaeus SENECA
2. In .1948, Eugene Kennedy and Albert Lehninger showed that in
eukaryotes, the entire set of reactions of the Krebs cycle takes place in
this cellular organelle. It also contains all the enzymes and proteins
necessary for the last stage of respiration, namely, electron transfer
and ATP synthesis by oxidative phosphorylation. FTP, name this
organelle, the power house of the cell.
Answer: MITOCHONDRION (-DRIA)
3. Anja, Charlotte, and Yasha comprise the party of Madame Ranevshy, who
had left her estate and hone to Paris. Upon her return , a businessman
advises to payoff her debts by selling her estate, but the family
accomplishes nothing and in the end is forced to sell. FTP, identify
this 1904 story among the most famous works of Anton Chekhov.
Answer: THE CHERRY ORCHARD
4. Formulated by Ferdinand de Saussure, this was a French intellectual
movement that peaked in the Sixties. Proponents believed that the
component parts of any system have meaning only in terms of their
relations to one another and tend to be binary organized. FTP, name this
movement whose proponents include Michel Foucault, and Claude Levi-Strauss.
Answer: STRUCTURALISM
5. For a quick ten points, give the formula of [READ SLOWLY] potassium
permanganate.
Answer: KMn04
6. Arriving at his father's run down mansion at Skully's Landing, 13 year
old Joel Knox here comes into contact with the effemenate Randolph, the
negro Jesus Fever, his daughter, and his own father. Beyond is rhe Cloud
Hotel, where Joel achieves self-awareness and a sense of the emptiness of
Skully's Landing . This book has been interpreted as symbolizing a search
for the Holy Grail and a search for the father. FTP name this 1948 Truman
Capote work.
Answer: OTHER VOICES, OTHER ROOMS
7. It was proposed by a Kentucky senator as a constitutional amendment
extending the 36*30' line to California to divide free and slave states.
FTP, identify this December 186' 0 proposal, an unsuccessful last-minute
attempt to avert the Civil War.
Answer: CRIITENDEN COMPROMISE
8. He called the class of his birth, "a crush of gloved hands manipulating
tortoise-shell or gold lorgnettes (Iorn-YETS)." Waddling around the
demi-monde, this painter showed the realistic over the ideal. FTP, name

the artist who painted "A Moulin Rouge".
Answer: Henri de TOULOUSE-LAUTREC
9. "Not So Deep as a Well," a poetry collection, is characterized by
cynicism and emphasizes such subjects as frustration and personal
disillusion. This writer's stories are collected in the 1939 "Here Lies".
FTP, identify this humorist, short story writer, and poet best known for
"Big Blonde" and "A Telephone Call"
Answer: Dorothy PARKER
10. It is the aspect of the mind that seeks objects in the world toward
which to direct the expression of unconscious ideas. FTP, name this
Freudian Term.
Answer: EGO
11. Its name is derived from two Persian words meaning "pure country."
The Indus River flows through this country, which is nearly twice the size
of California, from the Kashmir to the Arabian Sea. FTP, identify this
Muslim country, proclaimed a republic in 1956 from Hindu India.
Answer: PAKISTAN
12. The prophecies in his book were arranged by his secretary Baruch and
are not in chronological order. This man's message was a summons to moral
reform, personal and social, backed by threats of doom. FTP, identify the
prophet for whom the 24th book of the Old Testament is named and from whose
name we get a term meaning an elaborate and prolonged lamentation.
Answer: J ER EM IAH
13. Thrandaul to the dwarves, Stormcrow to the Rhovan, Mithrandin to the
elves, Olorin from the West. One of the five Maiar, he wears Narya the
ring of fire. His horse is named Shadowfax and his sword Glamdring. FTP
name this Tolkien character dubbed "the Grey."
Answer: GANDALF
14. Born in 1832 in Germantown, PA, she began writing to alleviate the
poverty that plagued her father, who was a leading exponent of
transcendentalism. She received notice for "Hospital Sketches," a
collection of letters written while she was a Civil War nurse. FTP,
identify this author who achieved fame with "Jo's Boys", "Little Men" and
"Little Women."
Answer: Louisa May ALCOTT
15. The Crash Test Dummies did a spoof of this Renaissance painter's
"Bacchus and Ariadne" on the cover of their album "God Shuffled His Feet."
They replace the faces in the painting with those of the band members.
FTP, name this Venetian painter whose other famous works include "Sacred
and Profane Love."
Answer: TITIAN
16. She was married first to Holy Roman Emperor Henry V and then to
Geoffrey IV of Anjou. After her father's death in 1135 her cousin seized
the English throne; though she challenged him, she was unable to establish
her rule. FTP, identify this woman whose son Henry succeeded her enemy
Stephen of Blois, founding the Plantagenet line.

Answer: MATILDA
17. This player's nickname, the Flying Dutchman, is the same as a Wagner
opera. One of the first five members of the Major League Hall of Fame.
FTP, name this Pittsburgh Pirate shortstop.
Answer: Honus WAGNER
18. Proposed by the Allies at the Yalta and Potsdam conferences, it was
recognized by East Germany and Poland in 1950, but not by West Germany
until 1971. This border line is formed by two rivers. FTP, name them and
.
you've name the line.
Answer: ODER-NEISSE line
19. In 1931, he demonstrated that the various branches of mathematics are
based in part on propositions that are not provable within mathematics
itself, although they may be proved by means of logical systems external to
mathematics. FTP, identify this Czech-born mathematician who put forth the
above Incompleteness theorem.
Answer: Kurt GODEL
20. In less than one year, this Emperor had exhausted the treasury surplus
left by his predecessor. His name translates to "bootsie" and he was
later assassinated by a tribute from the Praetorian Guard. FTP, identify
this unstable Emperor who had his horse Incatatus named to the Roman
Senate.
Answer: Gaius CALIGULA
21. "Sephardic" designates the Jews who originate from Spain. FTP, what
term designates German Jews and their descendants?
Answer: ASHKENAZic (-im)
22. He is lamented in an elegy by Tickell and satirized by Pope in the
character of Atticus. Considered to be the first Victorian, his works
incluqe the plays "Rosamond," "Cato," and "The Drummer or the Haunted."
FTP, name this man who started The Tatler with Richard Steele.
Answer: Joseph ADDISON
23. Amongst the Yoruba in Nigeria, this word refers to the essence or life
force that is to be evoked through ritual and art. FTP, give this term.
Answer: ASHE, ACHE, or ASE (ASH-shay)

EMORY 1 TEAM QUESTIONS
1. Identify this poem, 30-20-10.
30 pts: It is an allegorical satire in heroic couplets on the Whig
attempt of the Earl of Shaftesbury to set up the Protestant James, Duke
of Monmouth as the successor of Charles II, rather than Charles' Catholic
brother James, the Duke of York.
20 pts: It adapts the Biblical narrative from Second Samuel of the
rebellion against David by his beloved son.
10 pts: It is one of the best-known poems of John Dryden.
Answer: ABSALOM AND ACHITOPHEL
2. For 10 pts each, identify the discoverers of the following particles
of Physics.
Answer: Carl ANDERSON
A. Positron
B. Quarks
Murray GELL-MANN
Cecil POWELL
C. Pion
3. FTP each, identify these types of musical pieces from clues.
A. Basically mood music, reflecting the subjective feelings of an
artist at night.
Answer: NOCTURNE
B. Written in 3/4 meter, these types of pieces are filled with exotic
rhythmic touches of Eastern Europe. Chopin wrote more than 50 of them.
Answer: MAZURKAS
C. Based on a main melody that is presented in turn by each voice and
then repeated in different keys before ending in the original tonic.
Bach is considered the master of this form.
Answer: FUGUE
4. For 10 pts each, identify these texts of Hinduism.
A. These four collections of religious poetry are the oldest of the
Hindu scriptures.
Answer: the VEDAS
B. One hundred and twelve are extant, but only 13 of these speculative
and mystic scriptures are accepted by all Hindus. The name means "secret
teachings."
Answer: the UPANISHADS
C. It name means "song of the lord." This Sanskrit poem incorporated
into the Mahabharata consists of a dialogue between Lord Krishna and
Prince Arjuna on the eve of the battle of Kurukshetra.
Answer: the BHAGAVAD-GITA
5. Identify these Chinese dynasties on a 10-5 basis-10 pts for
identifying the dynasty given a description, and 5 pts if you need the year.
A. Also known as the Manchu dynasty, this period saw increasing
European trade, the foreign powers' division of China into spheres of
influence, and the last Chinese monarchy.
5 pts: 1644-1912
Answer: CH'ING
B. Buddhism was introduced and Confucianism was made the basis for the
bureaucratic state.
5 pts: 202 BC to 220 AD

Answer: HAN
C. This dynasty saw the great age of Chinese playwriting and the
foundation of the Mongol dynasty by Kublai Khan.
5 pts: 1260-1368
Answer: YUAN
6. For 10 pts each, identify these laws from chemistry.
A. The volume of a fixed amount of gas maintained at constant pressure
is directly proportional to absolute temperature.
Answer: CHARLES' law
B. The solubility of the gas in the solution phase is equal to the
pressure of the gas over the solution times a proportionality constant.
Answer: HENRY'S law
C. The force of the interaction between two charged bodies 01 and 02 is
equal to the quantity of 01 and 02 divided by the square of the distance
between them.
Answer: COULOMB'S law
7. For 10 pts each, identify the Shakespeare play given a list of
characters.
A. Celia, Silvius, Orlando
Answer: AS YOU LIKE IT
B. Antipholus of Ephesus, Antipholus of Syracuse
Answer: THE COMEDY OF ERRORS
C. Mistress Ford, Mistress Page
Answer: THE MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR
8. Let's play the name game. I'll describe two different people with a
similar name. You get 10 pts each for correctly combining them. For
example, James Buster Douglas MacArthur.
A. The middleweight champion who defeated Marvin Hagler in 1987 and who
ran over 1000 yards for the Patriots during the 93-94 season.
Answer: Sugar RAY LEONARD RUSSEL
B. The well-tanned actor who played the lead in "Zorro, the Gay Blade"
and the Secretary of State under U.S. Grant.
Answer: GEORGE HAMILTON FISH
C. American President who served two non consecutive terms and the Rams
running back in the post Dickerson '80s and '90s.
Answer: GROVER CLEVELAND GARY
9. For 10 pts each, given a set of hormones, identify what endocrine
gland secretes them.
A. Cortisol and Aldosterone
Answer: ADRENAL CORTEX
B. Oxytocin and Growth Hormone
Answer: PITUITARY
C. Renin and Erythropoietin
Answer: KIDNEYS
10. Southern writers have had a profound influence on American
literature. FTP on the first clue, 5 for the second, identify these
writers from works.
A. "An Odor of Verbena"
5 pts: "The Unvanquished"

Answer: Willaim FAULKNER
B. "Night Rider"
5 pts: "All the King's Men"
Answer: Robert Penn WARREN
C. "Virginia" and "Vein of Iron"
5 pts: "Barren Ground" and "The Sheltered Life"
Answer: Ellen GLASGOW
11. Classify the following composers as Renaissance, Baroque, Classical,
Romantic, or Modern for 5 pts each.
A. Alban Berg
Answer: MODERN
B. Igor Stravinsky
MODERN
C. Guillaume Dufay
RENAISSANCE
D. Gustav Mahler
ROMANTIC
E. Franz Haydn
CLASSICAL
F. Henry Purcell
BAROQUE
12. For 10 pts each, identify these Romantic poems from a line.
A. "I shot the ALBATROSS."
Answer: THE RIME OF THE ANCIENT MARINER
B. "What Immortal hand or eye/ Could frame thy symmetry"
Answer: THE TYGER
C. "Anything of beauty is a joy forever"
Answer: ENDYMION: A Poetic Romance
13. For 5 pts each, given a jazz musician, identify the instrument he
played.
A. Count Basie
Answer: PIANO
B. John Coltrane
SAXOPHONE
C. Miles Davis
TRUMPET
D. Benny Goodman
CLARINET
TRUMPET
E. Dizzy Gillespie
F. Charles "Bird" Parker
SAXOPHONE
14. For 5 pts each, name the authors of these short stories.
A."Lyubka the Cossack"
Answer: Isaac BABEL
Nikolai GOGOL
B."The Diary of a Madman"
Joseph CONRAD
C."Heart of Darkness"
Herman MELVILLE
D."Billy Bud"
E."Adventures in the Skin Trade"
Dylan THOMAS
F."The Marriages"
Henry JAMES
15. For the stated number of points answer the following questions
regarding the country of Burma.
A. For 5 pts, what is the new name of the country?
Answer: MYANMAR
B. For 10 pts, what 1991 Nobel Peace prize winner has been held in
house arrest by the current military ruler?
Answer: Daw Aung San SUU KYI
C. For 15 pts, what is the capital of Myanmar, once known as Rangoon?
Answer: YANGON
16. 30-20-10 Name this classic
30 - It was inspired by the composer experience atop Pike's Peak. Its

final form was established in 1911 and is set to the music of Samule Ward's
MATERNA
20 - The second stanza ends with "Confirm thy soul in self control/ Thy
liberty in law."
10 - Katherine Lee Bates composed it in 1893
Answer: AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
17. Answer these questions about the Great Depression for the designated
points.
A. FOR's New Deal program was sparked by the three R's. For 5 pts
each, what were the three R's?
Answer: RELIEF, RECOVERY, REFORM
B. Specific acts were passed during the hundred days. For 5 pts each,
identify these three from their acronyms.
-FERA
Answer: FEDERAL EMERGENCY RELIEF ACT
-AAA
AGRICULTURE ADJUSTMENT ACT
-NRA
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION
18. · 30-20-10. Identify the author from works given.
30 pts: "Scenes of Clerical Life" and "Felix Holt"
20 pts: "Daniel Deronda"
10 pts: "Silas Marner" and "Middlemarch"
Answer: GEORGE ELIOT
19. 30-20-10. Identify this philosopher
30 pts: He described the various stages of existence as the aesthetic,
the ethical, and the religious.
20 pts: Among his works are, "Either/Or", "Philosophical Fragments", and
"Concluding Unscientific Postscript"
10 pts: Best known for "Fear and Trembling" this philosopher proposed
that reason is no help in achieving the final religious stage; a "leap of
faith" is required.
Answer: Soren KIERKEGAARD
20. "We have met the enemy and they are ours." Answer the following
questions about this famous quote.
A. For 10 pts, identify the war during which the battle took place.
Answer: WAR OF 1812 (Battle of L. Erie)
B. For 15 pts, what man made this famous statement in the War of 1812
at the Battle of Lake Erie?
Answer: OLIVER Hazard PERRY
C. Oliver Hazard Perry~~oun~LbLo~eLMattb.ew---.W.as_CLskULe_cLdjplQmatL_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
as well as a naval officer. For 5 pts, identify the country with which
Matthew's diplomatic efforts are most associated.
Answer: JAPAN
21. Identify the sociologist on a 15-5 basis.
A. This German concluded that modern societies are moving toward
productive efficiency, bureaucracy, and "disenchantment."
5 pts: He wrote the "Protestant Work Ethic"
Answer: Max WEBER
B. An influential Frenchman who wrote "Society" his writings often
concerned suicide and religion.
5 pts: He coined the term "Division of Labor"

Answer: Emile DURKHEIM

